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GOAL  
UMPIRE

This handbook is designed to introduce people to goal umpiring and for those with experience, re-
fresh some of the specifics around this discipline of umpiring.

1.   GOAL UMPIRE’S DUTIES
i. Judging whether a goal or behind has been scored;
ii.Signaling that a goal or behind has been scored upon being the “all clear” or ‘touched all clear’ 
by a field umpire;
iii. Recording the goals and behinds scored by each team during a match;
iv. Reporting a player or official who commits a reportable offence and;
v. Assisting boundary Umpires to determine if the football is Out of Bounds

2.   GOAL UMPIRE’S DUTIES

Below is a list of recommended items to pack
Appointment Details
Laws Book
Umpires Handbook
Uniform AFL NSW/ACT Green Jacket, Grey
Pants, AFL NSW/ACT Umpire Shirt, AFL NSW/ACT Green Cap
Black boots and socks
Watch
Score Cards/Pen/Pencil/pocket note pad
Sunglasses
Flags (2 minimum, 4 recommended)
Coin for the toss



3.   JUDGING THE SCORE
In order for a score to be registered the whole of the ball must have crossed the line or hit the goal post.

4.   A GOAL IS SCORED
A goal is scored if the ball completely crosses the goal line after being kicked and does not touch any play-
er or a goal post.

5.   A BEHIND IS SCORED
• When the ball goes over the top of a goal post or hits a goal post.
• When the ball completely crosses the behind line.
• When the ball completely crosses is punched, touched or carried across any scoring line.
• When a defender disposes of the ball from beyond the scoring line and fails to bring the ball over the 

same goal or behind line originally crossed.

6.   BALL OUT OF BOUNDS/ OUT OF BOUNDS ON THE FULL
The ball is out of bounds if it hits the behind post if touched, punched or bounces prior to hitting the post. 
The ball is out of bounds on the full if the ball hits the behind post on the full or goes over the top of the 
behind post.

7.   DUTIES PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF MATCH
• Contact your coach by phone if for any reason you are unable to umpire or running late for a game.
• Be in the umpires change room at least 45 minutes prior to start time of your match. (An hour for finals 

matches.)
• Regularly advise both the field and boundary umpires of the time to ensure the group enters the playing 

arena seven minutes prior to match start time. This is also required of the goal umpires at half time. It 
is important to be aware of the finish time of the second quarter.

• Enter the playing arena immediately behind the boundary umpires and walk in step to the center of the 
ground.

• As soon as the toss of the coin is completed, walk to the goal area at which you are to officiate and 
place your flags in the flag holders as appropriate. Check the scoring line, posts, padding and your 
working area to ensure there are no hazards.  At half time repeat this procedure at the time when the 
first of the competing teams enter the playing arena.



To make the best possible position as a goal umpire you need to ensure:
• Stay involved in the game and not be distracted in any way. This requires concentration and the 

ability to read the play. 
• Con’t lean on the fences as this inbibits makinf the correct decision 
• Positioning is critical to ensure you have the best view of the ball at all times. 
• Stay out of the way of players. 

8.   POSITION ASTRIDE THE SCORING LINE
Goal umpires should be positioned astride the scoring line for a ball which is likely to be kicked/
touched/contested on or near the line. For example, on the following occasions:
• a ball kicked at goal which is being contested on or near the scoring line. 
• the ball is bouncing along the ground towars the goal line. 
• player running at goal and will kick from close range. 
• the ball is being contested close to the scoring line. 
• a ball dropping in flight 
• a dropping or bouncing ball that is likely to stop or bounce on it’s point right above the scoring line. 

GOAL UMPIRE
POSITIONING



SIGNALING

9.   POSITION UNDER/BEHIND THE FLIGHT OF THE BALL
For the goal umpire to correctly determine whether the football in flight, well above touching and con-
testing height, has gone through the goals or over the top of the goal post, or through the behinds. 

The goal umpire’s positioning needs to be directly under the flight of the ball.

This will give the goal umpire a good view of the ball and will be able to tell if the ball grazes or passes 
over the post.

If a ball passes over the behind line on such occasions this will require the goal umpire to run across 
to a position under the flight of the ball rather than adjudicate from the goal
area.

This will be practiced at training in match simulated drills.
 

10.   ASSISTING A BOUNDARY UMPIRE
When the ball is kicked or played out of bounds and the boundary umpire is positioned a reasonable 
distance away it is the duty of the goal umpire to assist the boundary umpire.

On the occasion of the ball going out of bounds on the full the goal umpire will signal this by facing 
the boundary umpire and signaling with one arm extended straight at shoulder height horizontal to 
the ground and with a clenched fist. The goal umpire is required to run across to and if necessary 
beyond the behind post to ensure the correctness of the decision and to ensure the boundary umpire 
will see the signal



                     OUT OF BOUNDS                                                         OUT OF BOUNDS ON THE FULL

If the ball goes out of bounds and is touched before crossing the boundary line on the full, then it 
should be a “touched, out of bounds” indication (i.e. tap 3 times the back of your hand after out 
stretched arm above the head). Also if the ball bounces out of bounds near the scoring area the sig-
nal by the goal umpire is a vertically outstretched arm above the head.

OUT OF BOUNDS (BALL HITTING POINT POST)

Out of Bounds Signal followed by three taps of the raised hand if ball is touched prior to it going out 
of bounds on the full. (This is also the sequence if the ball is touched before
it hits the behind post on the full except you then need to tap the behind post 3 times.)

SIGNALING



OUT OF BOUNDS ON THE FULL (BALL HITTING POINT POST)

OUT OF BOUNDS (TOUCHED)

SIGNALING



 
OUT OF BOUNDS (TOUCHED THEN HITS POINT POST ON FULL)

SIGNALING

SIGNALING



11.   ALL CLEAR BY FIELD UMPIRE
When a goal is to be awarded, the goal umpire will come to attention in the centre of the goals and 
this will signify the goal umpire’s intention and the field umpire will signal all clear.  All flag waving 
should be sharp and flowing.
 

Signal goal after receiving All Clear            Wave both Flags 

On any occasion a behind is scored (except for ‘touched’ over the goal line), the goal umpire will tap 
their chest three times to signify that it is a behind. This will assist the boundary umpire by letting 
them know the goal umpire’s intention to pay a point when not positioned on the post.
 

SIGNALING

SIGNALING



On all occasions when a goal umpire wishes to signal a score he or she must look to the field umpire 
for an all clear indication before signaling.  Eye contact and an obvious hand indication must be ob-
tained. 

It should be remembered that the goal umpire is the final judge of a score and has the final say as to 
whether or not a score is the case.

If the “all clear’ indication is not received and it is obvious no other action is being taken by a field 
umpire, the goal umpire must run to the field umpire and receive the all clear before signaling a score.

It should be remembered a goal umpire can consult another umpire prior to making a decision. To ini-
tiate a consultation the goal umpire must approach the field umpire who will then take control of the 
consultation process. If uncertainty around the score still exists after the consultation process, then 
the goal umpire should go with the lesser result. 

BEHIND (BALL HITS GOAL POST)

SIGNALING



BEHIND (BALL TOUCHED BEFORE CROSSING GOAL LINE)

BEHIND (LAST TOUCH ON/ABOVE KNEE BY ATTACKER)

SIGNALING



ANNULLING THE SCORE (CROSSING FLAGS)

SIGNALING



 

NOTES



12.   RECORDING AND CHECKING OF SCORES

On the occasion a goal is scored, note the score on the score card immediately after waving the two 
flags and holding the score card chest high in order to be aware of what is happening in front of you.

After a behind is scored note the score after the ball is brought back into play and it is obvious the 
play will not immediately return near the scoring area (at least two kicks away).
At the end of each quarter quickly go to the centre of the ground and check the score with the other 
goal umpire. When the score is agreed one of the goal umpires is to turn to the scoreboard and wave 
both flags to acknowledge the scores as shown are correct.

Should there be a mistake on the scoreboard both goal umpires go over and inform the attendant of 
the correct score and then wave the flags in acknowledgement.

AGREE ON SCORES
In the situations that goal umpires can’t agree on the score for whatever reason, umpires need to use 
all resources to determine the score at the end of a quarter or the final score.

If after discussion the goal umpires are unable to agree on the scores, then they should confer with 
the time keepers who also record the scores.

The goal umpire with the same score as the scoreboard or time keepers are more likely to have the 

correct score

	

SCORING



HANDING IN THE SCORECARDS
The scorecards are required to be handed to the Field umpire responsible for filing the reports.  It is 
good practice to take a photo with your phone of both scorecards prior to handing in to prevent any 
issues after the day.

Remember that the goal umpire cannot leave the change room until the all clear is given by the filed 

umpire. This in case there are any reports that need input from all members of the umpiring team.

13.   LAWS OF THE GAME A GOAL UMPIRE SHOULD KNOW
1. If the ball makes contact with a player below the knee it is deemed to have been kicked.

2. After receiving an all clear from a field umpire a goal umpire is the final judge of a score.

3. A goal umpire receiving a touched all clear signal from a field umpire (a hand held     above shoul-
der height and hit three times with the other hand) cannot indicate a goal.

4. The ball must completely pass over the goal or behind line for a score to be registered. If any por-
tion of the ball is not over the line, a score has not been registered. For a goal to be registered the 
ball must have been kicked over the goal line by an attacking player without it being touched by 
any other player.

5. The score is a behind when the ball hits or is kicked directly over a goal post.

6. This is also the case when the ball is carried through the goal area or is handballed over the goal 
line.

7. A ball kicked towards the scoring area and strikes the behind post on the full is out of bounds on 
the full. If the ball strikes the behind post but bounces first it is out of bounds.

8. A goal umpire is allowed to change his or her mind on a scoring decision but can only do so before 
the ball is brought back into play. This rarely happens as a consultation process generally occurs 
prior to a score being signaled.

9. A goal umpire should give the lesser score if unsure if the ball has crossed the scoring line or gone 
out of bounds.

10. Scoring after the siren - a touched behind can still be recorded after play has come to an end pro-
vided the field umpire is satisfied that the scoring of the behind was not assisted by a player from 
the same team.

11. If the football touches and Umpire, and in the opinion of the filed and/or goal umpire it has affect-
ed a score, play will be stopped and the Umpires will determine if a score should be recorded. 

12. If the football touches and Umpire or any Official, and in the opinion of the filed and/or goal um-
pire it has not affected a score, the football shall remain in play.

13. If a team count occurs the goal umpires need to make a note of the quarter, the time and the 
scores at the time of the count. The goal umpires then need to rule a line on their scorecard and 
recommence scoring regardless of the result of the count.

SIGNALING


